
Project Overview
Team: Gurpreet Singh
Class: Architectural  Visualization

This project has been designed for the 2019 
Home Compitetion and is being completed in 
the Architectural Visualization course at  Sheridan 
College,  Mississauga , Canada. Portable/tiny 
house  living has become popular around the 
world as the prices of homes continue to rise. This 
design is based on  the fact  that this tiny  house  
is 200 square feet, and is built on a trailer. Every 
inch of the house has been used to function the 
space properly. The style of the house is modren , 
it has a shingled sloped roof with glasss skylights 
at the top, that brings abundant amount of 
the natural light in to the house , that assists 
in saving energy. House is built on trailer using 
wood construction , most of the material used in 
the house is sustainable. Exterior materials of the 
house include wood siding. Use of the openings 
in the  house connect people to the outer 
surrounding environment. For exterior seating 
spaces, a foldable deck is attached at the back of 
the trailer which serves as cooking , dinning , and 
seating space.

To make the interrior more spacious, the living 
area has been designed with double height 
ceilings. Considering the great amount of our 
time we spend in the living area , so therfore more 
area has been assigned to that space. Because 
of the limited space we have, the dining table is 
attached to the counter so that any one can fold 
or unfold when required. A considered amount 
of storage space has been provide under the 
loft area. Due to the loft being close to the roof 
, a considerate amount of openings have been 
provided in this design. 
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1.   Skylight

2. Shingled roof
3. Loft with carpet fi nish

4. Kitchen Space
5. Living area

6. Deck
7. Entrace  Side
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PORTABLE HOUSE


